Analysis of hypothermia through the acute phase in major burns patients: Nursing care.
Major burns patients usually present hypothermia after suffering a thermal burn, due to exposure during the accident, cooling of the burn and transfer. There are methods of reheating to avoid this heat loss, where nursing care is key. To analyse the constant temperature presented by large burns patients on admission to the Burns Unit and their progression over the first 72hours. Retrospective cross-sectional descriptive observational study of patients with thermal burns affecting more than 15% of body surface area, from December 2010 to May 2018. By reviewing databases and clinical records, demographic data, qualitative variables (origin of burn, previous pathologies, mechanical ventilation and ABSI and BOBI scales) and quantitative variables (burn depth and extension, temperature at admission and taken every 8hours for 72hours). Absolute, relative frequencies and the statistics of the quantitative variables were analysed. The study was verified by statistical tests according to the variables and contingency tables. A logistic regression model was developed expressed in a ROC curve. Of the 57 patients included, 79.2% developed hypothermia on admission. They presented burns over 34.56%±16.64 of their body surface, with 28.04%±17.49 being deep burns. Mortality during the stay was 29.8%. The presence of hypothermia during the acute phase was statistically related to death during stay in the unit (p=.033). It was observed that hypothermia is directly related to the extent of the burn (p=.003). Due to the presence of hypothermia on admission, and to the fact that the average temperature does not exceed 36°C until at least 16hours after the burn, nurses must know and promptly administer adequate reheating measures to improve chances of survival in major burns.